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I want a hassle-free 
way synchronize the 
speed of two motors

I want to mix at a 
constant speed.

I want to run the conveyor 
at high speed while 

transporting products but 
slowly during inspection.

The speed of the 
conveyor is 

inconsistent.

Everything You Need to Know 
About Motor Speed Control 

The brushless motor has little presence in the world of compact speed control motors. 
Even in applications where it has demonstrated its capabilities, it tends to lag behind the two leading players: 

the inverter driven three-phase motor and the servomotor. 
In this brochure, we focus on the relatively unknown strengths of the brushless motor.
Comparing its speed control capability with that of the inverter and the servomotor, 

we examine the brushless motor’s wide-ranging usage applications.
Illustrated by Yoriyuki Suzuki

Brushless Motor

Discover 
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Advantage

little about that.
 If speed or torque generated by an existing 
motor is insufficient, upgrading to a servomotor 
is certainly an option. However, considering the 
relatively low cost of the inverter driven three-
phase motor, by changing to a servomotor you will 
face the problem of increasing expenditure. The 
servomotor stabilizes speed and solves the problem 
of synchronization of multiple conveyors, but, taking 
cost into consideration, compromises in your setup 
would almost certainly be necessary. Is there any 
product which is easy to use and which does not lead 
to increased costs?
 In fact, there is an effective alternative: the 
brushless motor. Since many of you may not know 
about it, we would like to first clarify its position as 
a speed control motor. Then, we will explain how 
speed control by brushless motors is different in 
specification from the inverter and the servomotor as 
well as outlining how each motor is used in various 
situations. We hope the information contained within 
this brochure helps you to gain a good understanding 
of these motors, enabling you to make an informed 
decision when choosing a motor.

When it comes to speed control using a small motor, 
the common choice is a three-phase induction motor 
that controls speed by use of a general-purpose 
inverter. For many, this may be the natural choice 
because it allows you to freely set a temporary 
driving speed while allowing you to change it in the 
future. 
 Indeed, the inverter is commonly used, 
but does it actually meet basic needs or solve 
common complaints?
 Is it convenient to change the speed every time the 
task (weight or viscosity) changes? 

 What happens if you want to run the conveyor at 
high speed while transporting products but at low 
speed during inspection? 

 When synchronizing speed of more than two 
conveyor lines, the speed must be adjusted – can 
this operation be carried out simply?

 Some people would suggest that in those 
cases we should use a servomotor, so let’s think a 

Inverter or servomotor:
Which should be used to 
control speed?

 Open-loop system: 
 Disadvantages of control by inverter

The position of the brushless motor is, in simple 
terms, between the inverter and the servomotor. It 
is a motor dedicated to speed control, which controls 
speed as effectively as a servomotor for a low price 
closer to that of an inverter. Let us explain more.

The inverter does not communicate the motor’s 
operation status to the driver, that is, it offers open-
loop speed control. Under the open-loop system, when 
the load changes, the actual speed does not follow the 
command. This is why the speed changes depending 
on load and why speed synchronization over multiple 
axes is difficult. Also, because torque slows down 
at low or high speeds, which is an inherent torque 
characteristic of the three-phase motor, it is difficult 
to obtain both the speed and torque you want at the 

Actually, in these 

cases, brushless 

motors would be a 

better choice.

Actually, in these 

cases, brushless 

motors would be a 

better choice.

Up to now the servomotor was the right choice!

Up to now the servomotor was the right choice!

15kg
500g

5kg

Servomotor motor performance at 
inverter price?
Brushless motors: A good 
alternative
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Speed control motor unit

SeriesBMU

A newly-designed brushless motor which features a slim body, 
high output, and high efficiency alongside a driver with a digital 
indicator mounted to allow intuitive operation. This latest unit 
comes in an attractive white-silver – a color favored by the food 
industry – and is very affordable with prices starting from €251.

Servomotor
• Speed control
• Position control
• Torque control

Encoder monitors 
operation

Both motors offer
closed-loop control with motor

operation feedback

Hall IC (sensor) 
monitors operation

Brushless
motor

Specialization in
speed control

POINT

1
The structure and 
characteristics are similar to 
those of the servomotor

• Powerful, since a permanent magnet is mounted to the rotor as in the servomotor

• A sensor is mounted instead of an encoder, offering the closed-loop control

• Designed so that it is specialized in speed control, unlike the 
multifunctional servomotor

 Excellent speed characteristics: 
 Closed-loop control in servomotors and 
 brushless motors

Needless to say, the servomotor is different from the 
brushless motor. Generally speaking, the difference 
that one is capable of high performance and all-
round speed control, while the other is dedicated to 
speed control only. 
 In the servomotor, an encoder is mounted to 
the motor, making highly precise and accurate 
position, speed and torque control possible. It is a 
highly efficient all-round motor. An accurate encoder 
is a very expensive part of the motor, although this 
depends on the encoder’s resolution capability.
 As for the brushless motor, its function focuses 
on speed control. If position control is not necessary, 
speed can be controlled with sufficient accuracy 
by a Hall IC (sensor). Hall ICs are simpler and less 
expensive than encoders. In short, since they 
specialize in speed control, brushless motors cost 
much less than the all-round servomotor. 
 This is the same for a speed reducer – a vital 
component of conveyor lines. In the brushless 
motor, the standardized spur gear, which is small 
and reasonable, and which is almost the same as 
that used in the three-phase motor, can be used. In 
the case of the servomotor, which is able to perform 
high-accuracy positioning, high-precision, high-

same time. The inverter is effective when the operation 
continues at a fixed speed, but it is not very suitable for 
multi-speed operations. 

Both the servomotor and the brushless motor adopt 
a PM motor (permanent magnet is used for the 
rotor) and offer closed-loop speed control, where the 
motor’s operation status is fed back to the driver. This 
ensures that motor speed remains constant at the 
commanded level and enables the speed of two axes 
to synchronize. Additionally, flat torque is produced 
whether operating at low or high speed. Even if the 
load changes, at whatever speed is commanded, 
stable driving speed is ensured. This means these 
two motors are highly effective in applications in 
which the inverter struggles.

intensity speed reducers with the planetary gear 
mechanism are commonly employed. This naturally 
increases the cost of the motor.
 In addition to the two common choices (the 
inverter control in the three-phase motor and the 
servomotor), we hope you remember that there is 
a useful alternative positioned between the two: the 
brushless motor.

 An expensive all-rounder versus 
 an inexpensive dedicated motor: 
 The difference between servomotors and 
 brushless motors

Brushless Motor Structure

POINT

2
Wide speed ratio from 
low to high speeds with 
flat torque

POINT

3 Prices close to those of 
the inverter

• Torque is not lost even at low speeds

• Even if the load changes, operation speed is kept constant.

 Prices are taken from websites (verified by Oriental Motor)

• Controls speed, position, 
and torque

• Highly functional, 
high performance

• Comparatively expensive

• Stable speed control close to 
that of the servomotor

• Comparatively inexpensive

• Speed change by 
adjusting frequency

• Comparatively inexpensive

Servomotor 
(100W, w/o gear)

Brushless 
motor

(120W, w/o gear)

Inverter
 (for 100W)

+ 
3-phase motor
(90W, w/o gear)

Excellent 
value

40001000 2000 300080

Starting torque

Rotation speed [r/min]

0

0.450

0.573

0.287

0.382

Limited Duty RegionLimited Duty Region Rated torque

Continuous Duty RegionContinuous Duty Region

Torque
[N•m]

 [BMU Series 120W]

Standard price:

Ca. €230

Standard price:

Ca. €1,000

Standard price: 

Ca. €303

Speed regulation (load): 
±0.2–0.5%

What 
is a 

brushless 
motor?
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Item for Comparison Inverter + Three-Phase Motor Brushless Motor Servomotor

Composition / 
Structure / 

System

Three-phase induction motor
+

General-purpose inverter
(Sold separately)

Sensor mounted to magnet motor (SPM type) 
+ Dedicated driver

Encoder is mounted to magnet motor (SPM type/IPM type) 
+ Dedicated driver (amplifier)

The same as the servomotor except that Hall IC (sensor) 
detects rotor position.

Encoder detects rotor position, more accurately 
than sensor.

Open-loop control Closed-loop control

Control function Speed control with accuracy not required Speed control (Torque control is partly possible) Speed control, position control, torque control

Rotation speed 
(speed ratio)

100–2400 r/min (1:24) 80–4000 r/min (1:50) Up to 5000 r/min

Torque

Price for reference:
Motor (w/o gear) + driver

90 W ~€230
Comparatively inexpensive

120 W ~€290
Less expensive than servomotor

100 W ~€1,000
Comparatively expensive to other control motors 

(Different depending on the accuracy and output of encoder)

Motor exterior 
shape

Induction motor
The same frame size as induction motor. 

Length (Depth on the side of motor) is very short.
Frame size is small for its output. 

Length (Depth on the side of motor) is very long.

Efficiency / Energy 
saving performance

Efficiency of induction motors is not high. High efficiency thanks to permanent magnet motor

Speed regulation 
(load)*

-3~-15% ±0.2~±0.5% ±0.01%

Responsiveness Low High High

Overrun Yes 
Large variations

Yes 
Small variations

Performs highly accurate positioning

Suitable 
operations

 The main use is for operation at 
a fixed speed

 When speed needs to be changed quickly

 When speed changes, torque and speed 
are kept stable.

 Multi-speed operation

 Highly-responsive and high-precision 
positioning, speed control, and torque control

 Multi-speed operation

MotorInverter Motor

Hall IC (sensor) / encoder

Driver / 
Amplifier

40001000 2000 3000100

Rated torque

Starting torque

Rotation speed [r/min]

0

Continuous Duty RegionContinuous Duty Region

Limited Duty RegionLimited Duty Region

Torque
[N•m]

Please select the motor best suited to 
your needs by checking the maximum 
speed and speed regulation (load) while 
considering specifications, working 
hours, and cost balance.

Highly accurate speed control at a reasonable price 
is not the only advantage from a motor specialized in 
speed control.
 Compared with the inverter-controlled three-
phase motor, the brushless motor is thinner and 
features higher torque. With a permanent magnet 

*Change in rotation speed = (rotation speed when zero load is applied – rotation speed when rated load torque or allowable load torque is applied) ÷ rated rotation speed x 100

Features of the brushless motor other 
than speed control:
No adjustment required, slim body, 
energy saving

When load is applied, speed slows down.
Even if load is applied, 
consistent torque and 
speed are maintained.

0 2000 250015001300500
0

0.4

0.3

0.2

0.1

Rotation speed [r/min]

Allowable 
torque

Speed when no 
load is applied

Allowable 
torque

Speed when no 
load is applied

Overheating by exceeding 
allowable torque limit

Actual speed when the maximum 
allowable torque is applied

Torque
[N•m]

embedded in it, its operation is highly efficient and 
saves a lot of energy. 
 Of special note is that it can be installed easily 
because no adjustment is required. Since the 
brushless motor is dedicated to speed control, you 
can use it right away without going through the 
parameter setup or adjustment which is required for 
inverters and servomotors, saving time and effort.
 Other unique features which are not found in the 
inverter or the servomotor are that you can choose a 
power source – AC or DC input – and the 
types of control and operational 

interface are abundant. The rich lineup that meets 
various needs, including intuitive operation, network 
connection, use of battery as power source, and 
driver-integrated motor provides users with more 
setup options.
 We have provided this explanation comparing 
the inverter and servomotor as motors and drivers 
that control speed. To summarize, the main points of 
each motor are shown in the comparison table below 
for your use in discussion. We are sure you will find 
there are a lot of compelling reasons for considering a 
brushless motor.

Comparison of small-size 
industrial motors (1 W–750 W) 
used for speed control
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Output

Loss

0

40

20

60

80

100

120

25

60

50

60

Inverter control
Three-phase induction 

motor 60 W

BLE Series 60 W

Input (W)

Power consumption 
decreases about 

23%

40001000 2000 3000100

Rated torque

Starting torque

Rotation speed [r/min]

0.2

0

Continuous Duty Region

Limited Duty Region

0.4

0.15

BLE Series
60 W

Torque
[N•m]

60

90

135

−75 mm 90

Inverter control
Three-phase induction motor 90 W

BLE series 120 W

1.3
×

output

Five-minute guide to 
the basics of brushless motors 

Features of the brushless motor

 Stable Speed Control

 Structure and Principle

 Wide Speed Control Range

 Variations in Power Source and Operational Interface

 Slim Body, High Power

 Energy Efficiency

Constantly comparing the setup speed and the speed feedback signal from the 
motor, it adjusts voltage applied to the motor. Even if load changes, it is capable of 
maintaining stable operation from low to high speeds.

Its speed control covers a wider range than the inverter. When the three-phase 
induction motor is driven by the inverter, torque becomes restricted at low speeds. 
Suffering no such restrictions, the brushless motor is suitable for situations where a 
constant amount of torque is required from low to high speeds.

You can choose a brushless motor by its power input (AC or DC). In our AC input 
series, with the box-type driver serving as the base, many types of brushless 
motors are available, such as one with which speed is set with a built-in 
potentiometer; one which connects to industrial networks; and one in which the 
motor and the driver are integrated. 
 In our DC input series, your choices include a motor with a circuit board, 
and a battery-powered motor with such high capacity that is suitable for an 
automatic guided vehicle. In addition, as motors with parallel shaft gearheads 
or hollow shaft gearhead are standardized, our comprehensive lineup provides 
solutions to a wide range of application requirements. 

Since a permanent magnet is used in the rotor, the motor is thinner and features higher 
power. Compared with a three-phase induction motor with a 90 mm frame size, it is 75 
mm shorter in length and its output is 1.3 times more. This contributes to downsizing 
of equipment.

A permanent magnet is used for the rotor of the brushless motor to eliminate 
secondary loss from the rotor. Compared with an inverter-controlled three-phase 
induction motor*, it reduces power consumption by about 23%, contributing to energy 
efficiency.

*In the case of 60 W output

The brushless motor is a motor that controls speed in a 
closed-loop system. Based on the signal detected by the 
Hall IC (sensor) mounted to the motor, the transistor in 
the drive circuit turns on and off, and the motor rotates. 
It is generally called a “brushless DC motor.” This name 
reflects the background of the way it was created – the 
mechanical contact between the brush and commutator, 
which was a weak point of the DC motor, was replaced 
by electrical treatment, and maintenance became 
unnecessary.

Do you want to learn about brushless motors 
but have no time?
For such busy people, here is a short seminar 
for technical explanation. If you read only this, 
you will become familiar with the basics.

Actual speed Commanded speed:
1000 r/min

0

*Commanded speed: 1000 r/min Load factor: 80% 

Speed regulation 
(load):

±0.2%

Speed regulation
(load): 

Approx. -15%

General
inverter

(V/f control)

Brushless
motor BLE

series

Inverter
section

Speed control
section

Converter
section 

Speed command
signal

Speed feedback signal

VoltagePower
source

Speed
setter

Brushless
motorDriver

Speed setter or
external DC power supply

Mounted Hall 
IC (sensor) 

converts AC to DC converts DC to AC

Motor

Rotor
Hall IC

(sensor)

Stator

AC input DC input
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Case study about the introduction 
of speed control motors Case Comparison

0 2000 250015001300500
0

0.4

0.3

0.2

0.1

Rotation speed  [r/min]

Allowable 
torque
Allowable 
torque

Speed when no 
load is applied
Speed when no 
load is applied

Torque
[N•m]

Overheating or 
outside of allowable 
torque limit

Actual speed when the 
maximum allowable 
torque is applied

2000

2000

“This is terrible, I can hardly 
leave the conveyors.”

The speed of only one conveyor is slower. But I have not 
changed the setting. Why?
I have to adjust it on-site.  

“It is necessary to set parameters, but this 
task is a bit of a bother.”

To set up, first, connect the inverter to the motor and perform auto-tuning according 
to capacity. I want to set overload protection in place, so electronic thermal setup 
is necessary.

“Because makers are different, the delivery times 
are different, too. It’s very difficult to place an order.”

The makers of the motor and the inverter are different. 
The lead time for the inverter seems long, so I have to place an order well 
in advance.
What? The motor will be delivered in a week but the inverter is out of stock?!

“I have to select both a motor and 
an inverter – it’s a little inconvenient.”

I thought speed change 
was possible from 3 to 
120 Hz, but is it true that 
the speed setup range in 
the specifications is one 
thing and whether the 
motor actually works is 
another? I have to check 
its characteristics carefully. 

The motor and the 
inverter are made by 
different companies. The 
specification document for 
the motor doesn’t mention 
torque or current value 
when they are combined. 
It just says, “Different 
depending on the models 
of the inverter and settings.”

Because I cannot get 
accurate torque and 
speed characteristics 
when the motor 
and inverter are 
combined, it would 
be better to select 
a combination that 
would leave plenty of 
extra power. 

 Shipm
ent 

 
and delivery

Maybe, the three-phase 
motor can do it because 
the jobs are simple.

Ian Inverter chose Company A for the motor and decided on Company B, 
which his experienced colleague was using, for the inverter.

Key 
differences

If speed needs to be changed, the inverter is 
what we want. The circuit can be added later to 
the usual motor. It’s easy!

Joined the company this year. He is quick 
to take action, but tends to charge ahead 

without much thought.

Ian Inverter

“About 0.2 kW? 
That’s too high. 
Can I go with 
0.1 kW?”

Bad timing!
I wonder if I can 
get it through 
another channel.

The display shows 
the setup speed. 
The actual speed 
is unknown.

“You have further requirements for the conveyor?
You should have told me that much earlier!”

A new product will be transported by the conveyor?
You want to increase load to be conveyed from 10 kg 
to 15 kg?
I selected a motor with plenty of extra power but after it is 
actually used, operation speed slows down. 
My experienced colleague said that the inverter offers open-
loop speed control and speed changes according to the load.

I have created several conveyor lines.
Isn’t it possible to make all the axes 
operate at the speed I want?
When load is applied, speed slows 
depending on weight.
Shall I try again to synchronize 
the speed?

Since the makers are 
different, delivery will 
be different, too.

 Start
 Design and selection

 Estim
ate 

  
and order

 Adjustm
ent

 Installation 
 

and w
iring
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Case study about the introduction 
of speed control motors

Here is a manufacturing company, which employs equipment and devices covering 
a broad range from design to assembly. Ian Inverter and Bill Brushless, both are young 
engineers, have been assigned to design conveyor lines for a dedicated machine and 
have a good opportunity to study machines and electricity. The starting points of their 
ideas are different. Will the conveyor lines be created safely and effectively?

Rotation speed 
can be set from 80 
right up to 4,000 
r/min!

The Purchasing Department will 
be happy with quick delivery and 
one product name for all. This 
makes their job easier.

Turn and push.
Easy!

“I can leave the motor to operate 
on its own, so it’s hassle-free.”

I can monitor the actual speed as well as the load factor 
applied to the motor.
One line shows a high load factor but it seems to have 
been caused by erroneous assembly of the equipment.
The digital indicator works well and it performs as I have 
adjusted even after the products were delivered.

“I can connect them right away without setting parameters.
It allows intuitive operation and it can be installed quickly.”

I can connect the motor with the driver by fixing the connectors with one easy step. How about setup for 
conveyor operation? It is designed solely for speed control, so parameter setting is unnecessary, I see. 
Now, I can operate it intuitively.”

“I can order it all at the same time and 
the maker says they will deliver quickly.”

I can place the order by one part number from the same maker.
When they require different numbers for motor, driver, and gear, making a 
purchase becomes complicated.
If the delivery is made quickly, maybe I can place the order later.

40001000 2000 3000100

Rated torque

Starting torque

Rotation speed [r/min]

0.2

0

0.4

0.15

Continuous Duty RegionContinuous Duty Region

Limited Duty RegionLimited Duty Region

Torque
[N•m]

The torque is constant at any speed. That’s 
easy to understand.

“I’m very glad that I don’t have to do too 
much research to choose a motor.”

A dedicated motor is combined 
with a dedicated driver, so I don’t 
have to choose capacity. Also 
characteristics and specifications 
are clearly shown and 
guaranteed by the maker.

The maker quickly did the 
calculation for free in the process 
of choosing the motor and driver. 
When I got an answer from the 
maker’s engineer, I could also 
ask questions.

3000Click!

All-in-one
package

t50

t80

Mission

Their job is to create two conveyor 
work axes (belt conveyors) for the 
following purposes: 
1. For the transportation of parts
2. For product inspection

 Shipm
ent 

 
and delivery

I want to minimize 
the number of things 
I have to think about.

Bill Brushless selected the BMU Series motor, which looks easy to operate.

The actual speed and 
the load factor of the 
conveyor are displayed 
in a digital display.

Conclusion

I am glad that I did not 
make a choice based on 
assumption. 
The difference in 
specifications and working 
hours required leads to 
total cost reduction.

Do you setup a system based solely 
on what has been done before? Do 
you just rely on instinct?
We recommend you thoroughly review 
prices and usages before choosing a 
motor based on old habbits.

“You have further requirements for the conveyor?
That’s fine. There’s no adjustment required.”

 A new product will be transported by the conveyor?
You want to increase load to be conveyed from 
10 kg to 15 kg?
My calculation shows that the torque is sufficient 
with this unit.
Even if load becomes heavy, the speed is sure to 
remain unchanged.

I have created 
several conveyor 
lines. Even if load 
is applied, all lines 
seem to operate at 
the speed I have set.

Let’s keep 
it that way.

It says that the motor and the driver come together 
and the unit is designed “for speed control,” so I will 
consider a brushless motor.

Joined the company this year. He seems to 
have a knack for dealing with things.

Bill Brushless

 Start
 Design and selection

 Estim
ate 

  
and order

 Adjustm
ent

 Installation 
 

and w
iring



www.orientalmotor.eu
Oriental Motor (Europa) GmbH
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Germany Tel: 0211-52067-00  www.orientalmotor.de Customer Center (Support in German & English)
Free Hotline 00800 22 55 66 22  info@orientalmotor.deUK Tel: 01256-347090  www.oriental-motor.co.uk

France Tel: 01 47 86 97 50  www.orientalmotor.fr
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With digital 
indicator

Extras are assembled beforehand.

Motors of each series are standardized 
products available with gearheads and an 
electromagnetic brake pre-assembled. We 
can guarantee short delivery times.

Price: From €315
(30 W, round-shaft type, with cable)

Easy operation Large standard lineup

BMU Series

Compact DC input driver

BLH Series

BMU & BLE2 Series with Brother gear

Very high torque,
Very high radial & axial load

BLE2 Series

Compatible with the 
following products via 
network converter :

JH, JV: with IP66
JB: with integrated 
mounting bracket

Speed control motor unit

SeriesBLE2

When it comes to 
speed control, 
leave it to 
brushless motors.

Stable speed can be achieved with 

no need for adjustment – and at a 

price that represents excellent value.

Brushless motors are recommended 

for speed control in the future.

If you select Oriental Motor, all 

motors are standardized products, 

making selection easier.

We accept orders from as low as 

one unit and can guarantee short 

delivery times.

Combination type with the hollow shaft flat 
gearhead and an electromagnetic brake

With digital 
indicator

BX    Series

High-end series capable of 
controlling speed, torque, and position

An advanced Brushless DC package, 
which is both easy to use and feature rich.

All New.

CH Tel: 056-560 5045  www.orientalmotor.ch

JH

JB

JV


